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GEOLOGICAL REPORT

AVEfflJE SYMDICATE PROPERTY 
Lover Shebamlovaa LakeV 6ptario

The property consists of 193 mineral claims, located south and 
vest of Lower Shebandowan take. Detailed geological work and a check 
geophysical survey were carried out between May 17 and August 16*, 1960 
over 83 claims optioned by Chibouganau Jaculet Nines Limited. Recon 
naissance geology traverses were performed over the remainder of the 
group of claims.

On October l, 1960 a 1,000-foot diamond drill program was in 
itiated to test three electromagnetic conductors which warranted 
further investigation* An examination of the drill core from all 
three holes revealed the presence of graphitic slate, which adequately 
explains the existence of electromagnetic conductors*

LOCATION AND ACCSB9;

The Avenue Syndicate group of claims straddles the south shore 
of Lover Shebandowan Lake, about 60 miles west of fort Arthur, Ontario, 
in the Bort Arthur Mining Division, District of Thunder Bay (See Loca 
tion Map - Figure l).

Highway 17 from Port Arthur to Atikokan passes close by Sheban 
dowan and access to the Department of Lands and forests dock is ob* 
talned via the Shelter Bay road* A two-mile boat trip takes one to 
the north-east corner of the property*

PROPERTYi

The claim group, outlined in Figure l, comprises 83 mineral 
claims covering a total of 3,320 acres in Hagey, Begin, Lamport and 
Haines Townshipst

TB-93295-93302, TB-93309-9331^* TB*933l6, fB*93326, TB-93328*
O^^liO fptt^0*5^*10 n^TiriMO^^m^ WRMQ**tii.0l ^o^tlLdiL wtt-^Q^KoiC WP^.QfrliOft
Jr^U^JrJ *J3 Jr^Jx**/ i*** .rJJX^/J *JW ^j"ICiA^jr^*r**~* JlJP jr jjt flSws AJP^y^y"!"*V/l

TB-93^31* TB-93^32, TB-93*39*93wl, UB-93W, TB*934^7i TB*93W*9-93U51, 
TB-93^53, TB-93^56* TB-936w, TB*93605i 18^93609, fB*936lO, TB*93622, 
TB-9362U-93626, TB-936W* TB-93657, fB*93775*9377fi* TB-9U019. All 
numbers are inclusive*

OKOLOOYi
The geology of the area is dominated by a series of sheared
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acid to intermediate volcanic* vith thin intercalated hands of sedi 
mentary rocks. Basic and ultrabasic sills have intruded the sequence 
of volcanic rocks, vhich strike K 700 B and dip at steep angles to 
the north. Much o i the ground is covered by glacial drift to a depth 
of 50 to 100 feet.

PLEISTOCENE:

PRECAMBRIAN:

TABLE OF FORMATION

Glacial drift*

Plutonic
Acid. Hornblende granite* 
Basic* Oabbro, diorite* 
Ultrabasic, Serpentinite*

Volcanic
Acid. Rhyolite, agglomerate* 
Basic. Basalt.

(Sedimentary
('Iron formation, arkose, quartzite, graphitic slate*

Volcanic flocks i

Light green, slightly sheared rhyolite vith agglomeratic hori 
zons, predominates in the area described. Narrov, irregular quarts and 
quartz-carbonate stringers vith minor pyrite, intersect the acid vol 
canics*

In claims TB-93^9 and TB-93^50, the acid volcanic it intensely 
sheared, vith M 700 S strike and dips 70 to 85? 8, 3 to 5 percent py 
rite, vith lenticular distribution, occurs in this horizon. Several 
trenches have previously been dug to test cone* vith a higher concen 
tration of sulphide. The dimethyl glyoxiae test for nickel gave a veak 
positive reaction on material removed from the trenches vhioh coincide 
vith an electromagnetic conductor*

An assortment of subangular-rounded fragments of acid to inter 
mediate volcanics in a sericitic matrix constitutes the coarse pyro 
clastic horizons abundant in claims 99*93338 and 3JB*93775* Marrow 
horizons of agglomerate occur elsewhere vithin the acid volcanics*

In the southwest claims the volcanic rocks are more sheared 
and basaltic in composition. Chlorite ranks as a major alteration 
product of the basalt* Pyrite and pyrrhotite occur at disseminated 
grains in the volcanic rooks, rarely attaining proportions in excess 
of one percent*
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Sedimentary Rocks;

Intensely contorted Iron formation form* narrow extensive bands 
throughout the volcanic rocks* This sediment is a typical banded 
siliceous iron formation with UO percent magnetite-rich bands vary* 
ing from a fraction to one inch in thickness, alternating vith grey* 
brown quartzite or chert t The magnetite it very fine-grained and 
intimately mixed vith silica* Jasper was noted in tome horitons. 
It is estimated that the iron formation would average 85 to 30 percent 
Fo. Most bonds are between 30 feet and 50 feet vide* However, in the 
southeast corner of the Horseshoe take claims, the iron formation is 
150 feet thick and can be traced for 2,000 feet along strike* Quart* 
ite and siliceous slate were only noted in claims TB-93^23, 
and T

A belt of arkose outcrops in the west of the area described* 
This rock is composed largely of equigranular pink feldspar. The 
bedding in the arkose is not clearly discerrable and cleavage is only 
weakly developed*

From diamond drilling results and the cumber of buried 
conductors in the area, it is apparent that horizons of graphitic 
slate up to 150 feet wide occur in the area although no surface ex* 
pression of them is visible* Disseminated pyrite is distributed 
throughout the graphitic sediment and sometimes attains 5 to 8 percent* 
Pyrite also occurs as oval patches (l to 3 cm. ) in the black siliceous 
sediment (t argillite).

Igneous Rocks t

Basic and ultrabasic sills are intrusive into the Keewatin* 
type volcanics. These plutonic rocks are sometimes contiguous in the 
field, but generally occur as isolated bodies within the volcanics*

Ultrabasics

Pine-grained, green-black serpentinite forms sills ranging 
from 100 to UOO feet thick, particularly in the vent of the area* Ser 
pentine is the main constituent, tremolite and chlorite with variable 
amounts of magnetite also being present. Magnetite is absent in some 
ultrabasic masses, and in others it attains 5 to 8 percent of the 
rock as disseminated grains and in seams* Relicts of augite and 
minor brown hornblende are the only remaining primary minerals, all 
the original olivine having undergone serpentinisation. The outlines 
of the former olivine grains are still recognisable. The serpentinite 
is generally massive and uniform in composition. However, in claim 

TB-93313* it has been slightly sheared and carbonated* This shear 
Bone is characterized by the development of tale* Accessory amounts 
of pyrite occur disseminated throughout the ultrabasic*



Basic;

Gabbro bodies occur isolated within the volcanic sequence 
and some of those mapped may represent the coarse-grained portions 
of thick basic f love* The Bills range from 50 to 800 feet and in 
the extreme vest of the area they attain thicknesses up to kOQ 
feet 4

Augite, moderately altered to amphibole and chlorite. And 
eaussuritised plagioclase are the stain constituents in the medium 
to coarse-grained gabbro masses* Sparse pyrite and pyrrhotite 
occur disseminated in the altered gabbro*

Coarse-grained diorite, vith 30 percent hornblende laths 
in a light grey plagioclase matrix, forms thick masses in claims 
TB-93^7 and TB*93M#. The more northerly diorite mass is flanked 
on either side by gabbro*

Acid*

Equigranular hornblende granite outcrops in the extreme 
southeast corner of the claim group* This is part of a large granite 
pluton mapped to the south by the Geological Survey of Canada* (See 
0.3.C. Map 80* 33&V).

STRUCTURAL QgQLOOY t

The regional trend of the formations in the Shebandowan area 
is K ?00 EI and it swings more easterly in the east of the property* 
Wherever observed the bedding in the sediments was parallel to the 
schistosity in the adjacent volcanics*

The schistosity and bedding dip at steep angles to the north* 
Some steep southerly dips were noted, but some of those may be dip re* 
versals. Accurate determinations of dip from the iron formation is 
not always possible on account of the contorted nature of the strata*

A pronounced fracture pattern discernable in the air photo* 
graphs is not identifiable on the ground* Two possible fault cones 
were recognised. The valley trending southwest from the south arm of 
Horseshoe Lake is flanked by sheared formations, possibly related to 
a fault tone. Another fault occurs in a complex area in claims 
TB-93^23 and T

EXPLORATION PROGRAM 

Geologyi

Detailed geological traverses were run along and between 
claim lines in the area optioned from Avenue Syndicate* This survey 
commenced on May 17th and was completed in 8? days* The resultant 
geological maps (Plates Z* II and lil) accompany this report.
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geophysics i

Reconnaissance magnetometer traverses were run over all the 
MoFhar electromagnetic conductors using the Sharpe A3 instrument. 
The main objective of this survey vas to aid in geological napping 
in areas covered by overburden in the vicinity of conductors.

About i^ooo feet of lines vere out over each of conductors 
l/ 2, 3* 9, 10, li, 12, l**, 15, 20, 21 and 22* tines vere spaced 
at fcOO-foot intervals and a 81200 electromagnetic survey was then 
carried out over these anomalies, together vith a detailed magnet* 
ometer survey using the Askania instrument*

Subsequent to the latter geophysical investigation, a dia 
mond drill program vas carried out in October, 1960. A total of 993 
feet vas drilled in three holes to test anomalies 3, 11 and 15- All 
three conductors proved to be due to graphitic slate carrying 3 to 5 
percent barren pyrite* Diamond drill logs and sections accompany 
the report*

Diamond drill hole No* l vas collared on section 26 4 00 X 
at O 4- 15 8, "D" base line. This hole, drilled at *t? degrees to the 
south, intersected a 36-foot band of steeply dipping graphitic slate 
carrying 3 to 5 percent pyrite, at a depth of ilk feet, after pene 
trating acid volcanics and a 65-foot thick; serpentinite sill* The 
hole vas stopped at 255 feet, in agglomerate vhich underlies the 
graphitic slate*

Twenty-four feet of overburden vas encountered in diamond 
drill hole No* 2, before reaching the serpentinite mass vhich outcrops 
50 feet northwest. This hole, located on section 101 W at 2 -f 10 H, 
"E" base line, was drilled at **50 to the north* Serpentinite vas in* 
tersected between 24 and di feet, below which occurred sheared inter 
mediate to basic volcanics* Graphitic slate, vith disseminated pyrite, 
vas intersected between 126 and 1^3 feet* From 1**3 to 335 feet the 
rock is predominantly basalt vith a 2Woot thick mass of gabbro at a 
depth of 335 feet* From 335 ***t to the end of the hole at 352 feet, 
the core vas porphyry (t arkose).

Diamond drill hole No* 3, located on section 133 * 30 K at 
Ir -t- 50 NI "C" base line, and drilled at J*5O 8, required 50 feet of 
casing through overburden* A 1^7-foot cone of graphitic slate vas 
intersected between 95 and 2*tft feet, the remainder of the core being 
rhyolite with flow breccia horitons. The graphitic slate contains 2 
to 3 percent pyrite as a fine dissemination, and also as oval patches 
(2 to U cm. ). Some thin stringers of pyrite also occur in the sedi 
ment.

November 11, I960 ;N* SHEPHERD
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OBOmBICAL REPORTi^ the "" 

AVBBIffl SYMPICATg 
Lower dheWndovan iakft 
Thunder Bay - Ontario

Introduction

Geophysical surveys were carried out between Nay and August 
1960 by Chibougamau Jaculet Mine* Limited on 27 claims in a group of 
71* claims optioned from the Avenue Syndicate. The claims, lying south 
of Lover Shebandowan Lake, are located in Begin* Haines, Hagey and 
Lamport Tovnships. The survey olaiaui are numbered! TB*93295*93299, 
933H, 93313* 9333A, 93332*93335, 93339, 933*a, 933^, 93582, 93^, 
93*39*93^1, 93*50, 93775, 93777, 93780, 93785, 93787 and 9*019*

Magnetometer and electromagnetic surveys were done over elec 
tromagnetic anomalies previously identified by McPhar Geophysics 
Limited between February 20th and April 30th, 1939* This detailed 
work was intended to locate accurately the conductors and obtain their 
magnetic and electrical characteristics, so that a diamond drilling 
programme could be planned, if warranted.

Eight miles of line were cut and chained over 15 conductors 
previously located by MoPhar Geophysics Limited by pace and compass 
method from accurately surveyed base lines.

A total of 885 stations were read using the Askania magnet* 
ometer (accuracy -f/* 20 gammas) and a constant of 35,000 gammas added 
to the values obtained to equate them with the regional magnetic 
values for the area. In the SB-200 survey, a total of *88 readings 
were taken over 8 conductors. The dip angles values (accuracy */- 
have been plotted.

A description of the conductors follows and all geophysical 
data obtained has been plotted on maps which accompany this report.

Conductor l

East end of EM conductor has no associated magnetic high along 
four lines. Ho outcrops are available in the vicinity to explain the 
anomalous conductive zone. Land surrounding the conductor is flat with 
swampy patches.

Conductor 2

Strong conductor (280 over 100 feet}* Ho magnetic high de 
tected with Askania. Conductor axis lies in area of free drainage and 
moderate relief. Considerable overburden*



* a -
Conductor g

West end of this conductor 1198 in a beaver-dammed creek. Bast 
end tested vising Askania mud 85*200. Excellent conductivity (260 over 
200 feet). Two lines indicated U,OQO-ganna magnetic anomaly 50 to 150 
feet north of conductor axis* Rhyolite and agglomerate outcrops to the 
north and serpentinite was noted to the treat* Diamond drill holes re 
sults shoved that this conductor is due to a 150-foot band of graphitic 
slate and argillite carrying 2 to 3 percent pyrite*

Conductor^

Sheared acid volcanics with lenses of disseminated pyrite and 
pyrrhotite (5 to 10 percent) outcrop along the axis of this conductor* 
A trace of nickel is present in the pyrrhotite which gave a weak posi 
tive reaction to dimethyl glyoxime. A vide sill of highly Magnetic ser* 
pentinite devoid of sulphide mineralization outcrops close by to the 
south. From dip angles obtained (500 over 100 feet) it is obvious that 
the conductive zone is extremely shallow* Old drill core intersected 
the same pyrite-bearing acid volcanic at depth.

Conductor 10

Axis follows area of flat drift covered ground* Mo significant 
magnetic readings. Moderate conductivity (150 over 100 feet).

Conductor 11

Axis of conductor is coincident with a 50-foot vide beaver* 
dammed creek, flanked by sheared rhyolite to the north and non-magnetic 
serpentinite to the south* Strong conductor (3?o over 150 feet). Proven 
by diamond drilling to be due to a 17-foot thick band of steeply dipping 
graphitic slate underlying the creek*

Conductor 12

Long conductive zone, underlying lake and swamp to the vest and 
deep overburden to the east* Weak conductor (lO0 over 100 feet) with no 
direct magnetic correlation. Magnetic values increase by 25/000 gammas 
toward the north over a serpentinite sill.

Conductor

Mostly follows drift covered ground, but outcrop of andesite, 
with shearing parallel to conductor axis, occurs in the vicinity.

Conductor l k
Long conductor in area of flat ground, swampy at east end. Small 

outcrops of quartzite and syenite along axis of conductor. Five magnet 
ometer lines run and highest reading about 150 ganoaas above background.
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Conductor lg

Eight hundred-foot long conductor vith high dip angle* (300 over 
200 feet). Axle lines ixx area of magnetic disturbance but no direct cor* 
relation. Conductor lines in evamp at foot of ridge of magnetic serpen 
tinite and acid volcanics* Diamond drilling results indicate conductor 
is due to a 36-foot band of steeply dipping graphitic slate vith 3 to 5 
percent pyrite.

Conductor 1.7

Occurs in flat swampy ground. Four lines across the conductor 
shoved no anomalous magnetic reading*

Conductorl8

Lies entirely in creek damned by beavers* One magnetometer 
traverse shoved insignificant values across the conductor. 600 feet 
north of the conductor there is a magnetic low of U,l*00 gammas*

Conductor 19

Axis lies entirely in svampy ground* The magnetometer lines 
shoved no anomalous coincident vith conductor*

ConductorSO

Conductor follows flat, svampy ground vith no outcrops in vi 
cinity, seven magnetometer traverses over the conductor shoved no mag* 
netic correlation.

Conductor 21

An outcrop of sheared basalt occurs over this conductor* Lov 
dip angles obtained vith SB-200* A 9,000-ganana magnetic high vas ob 
tained 1^0 feet south of the conductor on one line.

Conclusion

Three of the strongest conductors tested proved to be due to 
graphitic slate vith 3 to 5 percent pyrite. The conductivity character 
istics of all the eones are similar, and it is probable that graphitic 
sediments are associated vith most conductors*
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AVENUE SYNDICATE 

DIAMpliP DRILL LOO

HOLE MO. l

Location! L 26 W, O 4 10 S, "D" base line Bearing! South . 
Pip t A50 s Depth: 255 feet

From - To
JFeel Feet

O 3 Rhyolite. Light grey-green massive rhyolite. Minor 
quart z -carbonate stringers.

3 8 Agglomerate. Light grey-green subangular fragments of 
massive rhyolite in matrix of chlorite and carbonate*

6 kk Rhyolite. Dense, massive, vith thin quartz-carbonate stringers i 
Narrow tones of agglomerate vith sparse pyrrhotite and very 
minor chalcopyrite.

At ^3 feet - l cm. quartz vein vith 3 percent pyrite.

Mi- 6k Andesite. Medium-grained, grey-green. Minor quart t -car 
bonate veinlng. Oabbroie texture, O to l percent pyrite 
vith erratic distribution, mostly associated vith quarts 
veinlets.

6k 129 Serpentinite. Medium-grained vith 10 percent augite in
matrix of serpentine and chlorite. Dark green-black. Some 
tremolite and brovn hornblende* 2 to 3 percent irregular 
carbonate veins.

6k to 68 feet - 1/2 to l percent pyrite. Trace chalcopyrite*
68 to 129 faat - O to 1/2 percent pyrite.
96 to 110 feet, 5 to 10 percent irregular carbonate veinlets.
Serpentinite now more chloritic. Very minor pyrite-pyrrho-
tite along slickensided surf aces. At 96 feet, 2" sheared
serpentinite vith thin magnetite seams*
113 to 120 feet - 5 to 10 percent carbonate in stringers*
122 to 129 feet - pronounced schistosity in highly altered
serpentinite.
l to 2 percent pyrite cubes vith patchy distribution.

129 168 Rhyolite. Light grey* Quite coarse-grained, l percent 
very finely disseminated pyrite cubes.

At 1^5 feet * 12" sheared rhyolite vith 2 ea. quartz vein. 
165 to 169 feet * 3 to k percent pyrite in small cubes 
parallel to schistosity*

168 Ilk Quartzite. Massive* Orey-brovn vith finely disseminated 
pyrite cubes 3 to 5 percent*



Hole Ho. l - cont'd - 2 *

From t *, To
FeetFeet

l?lf 210 Graphitic slate with 3 to 5 percent pyrite distributed 
along planes of schistosity* l to e percent carbonate* 
Quite siliceous*

From 188 to 210 feet * l to 2 percent pyrite in thin lenses 
along schistosity. At 186 to 801 feet * l to fi cm. seams 
of pyrite.

From 188 to 210 feet * roek is still graphitic but Bore 
agglomerate in aspect. Still pronounced schistosity*

From 198 to 201 feet * massive rhyolite.

210 255 Agglomerate vith l percent pyrite in Irregular patches*
Light grey fragments of dense rhyolite in graphitic matrix 
carrying pyrite as blebs. Subangular fragments up to 3 to 
5 cm. Matrix constitutes 3 to 5 percent.

Sh6 to 249 feet * slightly sheared agglomerate vith con* 
siderable graphite. At 2*td feet and 250 feet - l and 3 cm* 
seams of pyrite.

At 255 feet - nore uniform textured, agglomerate. Frag* 
meets (l to 2 cm.) of grey rhyolite* 1/2 percent pyrite.

November 10, I960 K. SHEPHERD



AVBHUS 8YKDICATE 

PXAMP1P DRILL U)Q

HOLS NO. 2

Locations 2 * 10 H. "fi" base line, 101 W Bearing! Worth
Dip: A r K Depth t 352 feet

From -To 
Feet feet

O 2lf Casing* Overburden*

2lf 8l Serpentinite* Fine-grained* Park green* 2" carbonate
veinlet at 28 feet*

36 to 3@ feet * slight schistosity at 600 to core axis. 
More treaolitio, from 38 feet to vhere massive serpen* 
tinite. Originally 60 to 70 percent olivine. Outline* 
of grains still visible in dark serpentine*

67 to 68 feet - slightly sheared serpentinite*

8l 90 Sheared trachyte. Light grey -green. More sericite schist 
in places*

90 126 Sheared basalt* Park green with minor pyrite along slips* 
l percent disseminated pyrite* 5 to 10 percent carbonate 
in nore highly sheared cone between 100 to 109 feet* Mas* 
eive basalt 109 to 113 feet*

126 lit 3 Graphitic slate* Schistosity at feo0 to core axis. 2 to 3 
percent pyrite stringers parallel to schistosity*

132 to 133 feet * 10 to 15 percent pyrite in stringers a* 
long schistosity planes*

1*43 21U Sheared basalt. With l percent pyrite (disseminated).

to 146 feet * massive basalt vith 2 to 3 percent pyrite*

to 157 feet - 3 to l* percent pyrite in planes parallel 
to schistosity*

3" quart ft vein at 182 feet.
182 to l&t feet - If5 to 60 percent carbonate in chloritic
zone.

From 187 feet , tuffaceous cone for two feet.

SUk 238 Gabbro. Massive. Coarse-grained large lath shaped horn** 
blende in grey plagioclase* 1/2 to l percent disseminated 
pyrite*



Bole Mo, 2 * cont'd * 2 .

* To

238 335 Basalt, Massive* Dark green*
2^5-5 to 2U6 feet * graphitic elate vith 3 to 5 percent
pyrite.
From 250 feet - pronounced schistosity and chlorite al 
teration, Streaks of graphite (l),
From 2?0 to 275 f**t - quite dark vith considerable
graphite in streaks parallel to schistosity. O to l
percent pyrite,
Pyrite stringers (l inoh) at 333- feet*

335 352 Porphyry vith 15 to 20 percent feldspar, phenoorysts in 
grey-green chloritic matrix, (f arkose)

M. SHEFIQQU)

November 10, I960



DIAMOND DRILL LOO

HOLE HO.J

Location! 
Dips
Bearings 
Depth!

Frcpi * To 
Feet

50 M, 133
S

South 
386 feet

30 8, "C" base line

O

50

50

90

90

95

95

123

123

Overburden.

Rhyolitet Grey-green. Slight schistosity at 550 to com
axis.
66 to 70 feet and 77 to de feet * many 1/2 to 2 inch quart*
veins with minor pyrite.
From 32 feet - narrow quartz stringers out grey rhyolite,
which le agglomeratlc in places*

Gabbro. Madiura*-grained with 2 percent disseminated pyrite*
Diabasic texture*
Between 90 to 103 feet - 3 feet core ground.

Graphitic alate with 3 to 5 percent pyrite in blebs l to 3 
cm. large, also ae fine dissemination* Poorly defined 
cleavage or bedding* Quite graphitic but tends to be 
siliceous in places, f argillite* 
113*5 to 114 feet - massive pyrite* Very fine-grained.

Graphitic slate* Grey*blaok, l to 2 percent pyrite in oval 
blebs, 2 to 3 on. Also finely disseminated. 
1^5 to 156 feet - 2 to 3 percent pyrite in round blebs, 
3 to if cm*
At 162 feet - 2 inch massive pyrite* 
169 to 170 feet - gabbro, medium-grained. Massive. Cuts 
slate at 1*5O . l percent disseminated pyrite* 
Ffcom 175 to 2^2 feet - 3 to 6 inch patches of rhyolite in 
dense graphitic els^e. 
At 178 feet * l inch pyrite. 
At 161 feet * 8 inch pyrite vein* 
At 187 feet - 6 inch pyrite vein. Massive. 
From 201 to 220 feet - l percent pyrite in dense black 
siliceous rock. Disseminated.

220 to 224 feet * 3 to 5 percent pyrite in blebs, 2 to 5 
cm. large.
Bedding at JtO0 to core axis*
SSk to 230 feet * Ijt pyrite in oval blebs in blade siliceous 
rock, (argillite) Graphitic.
230 to 232 feet - 50 percent pyrite in light grey rhyolite 
none*
232 to 236 feet * l percent pyrite. 
236 to 2^2 feet * 5 to 8 percent*



Hole No, 3 - eont'd - 2 *

From * To 
Feet Feet

242 302 Flow breccia. Light grey angular fragments of rhyolite 
in black matrix (2 to 3 percent). Narrow schistose zones 
with l to 2 percent pyrite. 2^9-250. 
27^ to 273 * Feldspar porphyry* Pink feldspar. Grey 
quartz* Coarse-grained. Massive acid-intermediate vol 
canic for l foot on either size.

302 386 Massive rhyolite, with narrow agglomeratic horizons. Be 
comes definite agglomerate towards base* Subangular 
fragments.
At 338 feet - 2 to 3 inches quarta-carbonate vein* 
From 350 feet - rock tends to be nore agglomeratic*

RORMAN SHEPHERD 

Kovember 8, 1960
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McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

REPORT ON THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY IN THE 

SHEBANDOWAN AREA

FOR 

THE AVENUE SYNDICATE

1. INTROD UCTION

At the request of Dr. C. P. Jenney, consultant for the Avenue 

Syndicate, we have carried out a vertical loop electromagnetic survey on 

the company's Shebandowan area property. The field work covered 128 

claims in Haines, Hagey, Begin and Lamport Townships, Port Arthur 

mining division, Ontario and was performed from January to April f 1 959.

Traverse lines were cut, chained and picketed using the surveyed 

base lines A to K for control. In addition to the EM survey, magnetometer 

profiles were made across some of the conductive zones,

2. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

The geophysical results are shown on the accompanying series 

of l " B 200' maps, numbers E 4535-1 to -14. Miscellaneous Map #4540 at 

l" r 1000' shows the claim boundaries, main topographic features, approx 

imate location of the principal EM anomalies and position of the 200' series 

sheets.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

According to G. S. C. Map #338A, Shebandowan Area, the property 

is underlain by a series of northeast-trending greenstones including minor 

ultrabasic intrusives and bands of iron formation.

'i^^^'^i:^^^
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The EM survey has outlined a large number of zones of electrical 

conductivity as well as numerous weaker indications which do not form well- 

defined zones. The principal anomalies have been numbered consecutively and 

are described below. 

ZONE #1, SHEET #1

This zone of poor to moderate conductivity strikes NE from 17N, 

L205E to 22N, L215E and may extend east of the surveyed area. The response 

is weak and suggests considerable depth of burial. In view of the poor con 

ductivity further work is not recommended at this stage. 

ZONE #2, SHEET A l

Zone #2 extends in an arcuate manner across the north parts of 

lines 189E, 191E and 195E. The conductivity is moderate to good and the 

zone appears to be much shallower than #1. Evidently the conductor has a 

steep dip and considerable depth extent. No magnetometer traverses were 

carried out.

In view of the good conductivity of this zone consideration should 

be given to trenching or drilling. The geologic map indicates that this section 

of the property is drift covered, but in view of the shallow depth of the con 

ductor a thorough search for outcrop is recommended. 

ZONE #3, SHEETS fi AND #2

A zone of moderate to good response extends in an easterly 

direction from 5N, L119E to 3N, L144E. The response is good and the zone 

appears to be vertical or dipping steeply north. The dip angle profiles suggest
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moderate depth of burial and considerable depth extent. No magnetometer 

profiles were run. Further work appears to be warranted on the basis of 

the EM results, 

ZONE #4, SHEETS #2 AND #3

This anomaly strikes ESE through the east arm of a small lake 

from Line 62E to Line 83E, The results suggest conducting lake bottom and 

further work is not recommended, 

ZONE #5, SHEET #3

There is a zone of poor conductivity striking NE through the 

south-western part of Lower Shebandowan Lake, from Line 4E? to 16E, and 

possibly beyond. Two magnetometer traverses were made across the EM 

anomaly and the results indicate no magnetic relief. The EM results 

suggest conducting lake bottom or possibly a poor conductor at depth beneath 

a layer of poorly conducting overburden. Further work is not warranted. 

ZONE #6, SHEET #4

Zone #6 strikes E-W from 3N of BL A, Line 25W, The conductivity 

is poor to moderate, depth of burial appears to be shallow, the dip steeply 

to the north and the depth extent limited. The geologic map indicates that 

the conductor is on strike with a band of iron formation but the magnetometer 

profiles show little or no relief over the EM zone. Geologic investigation 

is recommended, to be followed by trenching or drilling if the cause of the 

anomaly can not be determined. 

ZONE #7, SHEET #4
'W*

This zone, extending from 18N of BL A, Line 69W to 15N,
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Line 52W is similar in character to #6. If favourable results are obtained 

from further investigations of Zone #6 then this one should also be examined. 

ZONE #8, SHEET #4

Zone #8 extends ENE from the property boundary to 3S of BL B, 

Line 25W. The conductivity varies from good at the west end to poor at the 

east end. The dip is about vertical and the zone appears to have considerable 

depth extent. Four magnetometer traverses were carried out across the 

zone but none of them indicated any appreciable magnetic relief. In view 

of the great length and depth extent of the zone, coupled with the lack of 

magnetic relief, it is probably caused by a shear zone or band of conducting 

sediments (pyritic or graphitic sediments). A drill hole would be required 

to confirm this interpretation but does not seem to be warranted at this 

stage. 

ZONE #9, SHEET #6

This zone of good conductivity enters the property at 9N of

BL D, Line 118W and extends ENE to 13N, Line 105W. The feature appears 

to be shallow f dipping steeply to the south and of limited depth extent. The 

EM zone is along the flank of a strong magnetic anomaly. Evidently there 

are several test pits and (reportedly) old drill holes in the vicinity. It 

should be possible to determine the cause of the anomaly from these old 

workings, but if not, then drilling is recommended on Line 114W. 

ZONE #10, SHEET #6

Zone #10 strikes NE from BL D, Line 114W to 4N of BL D, 

Line HOW. Flexures in the dip angle profiles suggest that the zone may
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extend farther to the southwest and northeast. The conductivity is poor 

but the response is good, the latter indicating shallow depth of burial. No 

magnetometer profiles were run and the geologic map shows the area to 

be drift covered. Since the EM results are suggestive of a conducting shear 

zone drilling does not appear to be warranted at this time, 

ZONE #11, SHEETS #6 AND #7

A zone of good conductivity and strong response strikes NE 

from IN to BL E, Line 106W to 3S of BL D, Line 84W. The feature is 

shallow but appears to have great depth extent. Magnetometer profiles 

were not carried out over this conductor and there is no outcrop in the 

vicinity judging from the geologic map. While the anomaly may be due to 

conducting sediments further investigation is warranted. Since the zone 

is shallow, trenching is recommended either on Line 88W or 102W,

In addition there is an isolated conductor axis at 3+50S of BL 

D on Line 92W. In view of the good conductivity this should also be invest 

igated by trenching, 

ZONE #12, SHEETS #6 AND #7

This zone of moderate conductivity extends in an east-west 

direction from 6N of BL D., Line 101W to 4N, Line 53W and may continue 

as far as 2N, Line 33W, The zone appears to be shallow at the east end 

becoming deeper to the west. The dip angle profiles indicate considerable 

depth extent.
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There are weak magnetic anomalies coinciding with the EM 

anomaly on Lines 40W and 53W. On Lines SOW and 92W the EM zone lies 

immediately south of a moderate to strong magnetic anomaly (2500 gamma).

While the great length and depth extent of the zone and the con 

ductivity suggest a conducting shear zone, the associated magnetic anomaly 

would warrant further investigation. Consequently drilling is recommended 

on Lines 40W and 92W. 

ZONE #13, SHEET #7

Immediately north of the eastern part of Zone #12 is a shorter 

zone of poor to moderate conductivity but good response. On Lines 44W and 

48W the zone appears to be wide or composed of two or more parallel con 

ductors. The magnetometer profile on Line 40W shows no appreciable relief 

over the EM anomaly; on Line 53W the conductor occurs at the north edge of 

a narrow magnetic low of about 1200 gamma. In view of the poor conductivity 

and absence of magnetic correspondence drilling is not recommended unless 

encouragement is obtained from Zone #12. 

ZONE #14, SHEETS # 1 AND #8

Zone #14 trends ENE from 5S of BL D, Line 9E to 2N of BL 

E, Line 25W and probably continues west under the lake. The conductivity 

is moderate at the east end becoming good to excellent in the centre and west. 

The feature appears to be shallow, sub-vertical and with considerable depth 

extent. The magnetometer profiles show little or no relief on Lines 16W and 

8W but there is a strong anomaly just north of the conductor on Line O,
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The length, depth extent and strong conductivity suggest a "sedimentary" 

conductor (i.e. pyritic and/or graphitic sediments) but the associated 

magnetic anomaly on Line O would dictate further investigation. This should 

take the form of detailed geologic mapping followed by trenching if necessary. 

ZONE #15, SHEET # 8

A short zone of good conductivity extends roughly east-west at 

0+50S of BL C, from Line 26E to 29E. There are no magnetometer profiles 

and the geologic map indicates no outcrop in the vicinity. Geologic investi 

gation is recommended in order to determine the cause of the anomaly. 

ZONE #16, SHEET #8

Zone #16 strikes east-west from l OS of BL D, Line 26E to Line 

34E. The conductivity and response are moderate but the dip angle profile 

on Line 34E is suggestive of a flat-lying conductor, possibly overburden. 

Magnetometer profiles were not run and the EM results do not appear to 

warrant further work. 

ZONE #17, SHEET #9

This zone of moderate conductivity and response trends ESE 

from 4S, Line 89E to 9S, Line 119E, The character of the zone varies 

along strike but in general it appears to be at moderate depth with consider 

able depth extent. No magnetometer traverses were made and the EM 

results would not warrant additional work at this time, 

ZONE #18, SHEET #9

Zone #18, which extends from IBS of BL D, Line 98E to 15S, 

Line 11 IE, displays poor conductivity and moderate response. The profiles
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suggest a flat-lying conductor and since the zone coincides with the east 

arm of a small lake or flooded area, it is assumed to be caused by poorly 

conducting overburden. On this basis further work is not warranted. 

ZONE #19, SHEET #9

A zone of poor to moderate conductivity strikes east-west from 

Line 124E to Line 135E at 5S of BL D. The dip appears to be about vertical, 

the depth moderate and the depth extent large. There are no magnetometer 

profiles. While the zone is not of great interest it should probably be 

explored further if encouragement is obtained elsewhere on the property.

There is a similar but shorter zone about 500 feet to the south 

which should be checked by trenching or drilling if further work is carried 

out on #19. 

ZONES #20 AND 21, SHEET #10

These two similar zones extend in a general east-west direction 

from 5S, Line 148E to 6S, Line 200E. The dip angle profiles suggest a flat- 

lying poor conductor, particularly on the traverses nearest the transmitter 

locations. The anomalies are interpreted as being due to edge effects from 

poorly conducting overburden and hence further work is not warranted. 

ZONE #22, SHEET #13

In the southwest corner of the property there is a zone of

moderate conductivity and response trending northeast across claim #93604, 

The zone appears to have a steep south dip and a shallow to moderate depth 

of burial. The anomaly appears to be in line with the south arm of Horseshoe 

Lake and a band of iron formation just west of the property.
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Further investigation is warranted and detailed geologic 

examination, to be followed by trenching or drilling, is recommended, 

ZONE #23, SHEET #7

This zone of poor conductivity strikes northeast across claim

#93430 , in the southwest part of Sheet #7, It appears to be deep, steeply 

dipping and with considerable depth extent. The zone may extend along 

strike into claims #93434 and #93425, The EM results do not appear to be 

of sufficient interest to warrant further work at this time, 

4, SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The EM survey has indicated 23 well-defined zones of anomalous 

electrical conductivity and several isolated conductor axes and poorly defined 

zones. Magnetometer profiles were run over some of the conductors but in 

most cases there was no magnetic correspondence. .

Some of the EM anomalies display good conductivity, are shallow, 

relatively short and, in a few cases, show magnetic coincidence. Zones in 

this group {#3, #9, #11, #12, #14, and #22) warrant further investigation, 

i, e, geological mapping, trenching where possible, or drilling where over 

burden is excessive.

Other anomalies show varying conductivity but because of their 

great length and depth extent are more apt to represent shear zones or 

bands of conducting sediments (e. g, pyrite and/or graphite) and hence 

further work, apart from geological investigation, is not recommended 

pending the results from the first group. Anomalies in this category are:

#1 , #2, #6, #7, #8, #10, #13, #15, #19 and #23.
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A third group of anomalies (14, |5, # 16, 117, 116, 120 and 

appear to be caused by edge effects from conducting overburden and 

hence do not warrant further work.

On completion of investigation of the first group all the data should 

be re-appraised and additional recommendations made.

McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITKD,

Robert A. Bell, 
Geologist

Ip G. Hallof, 
Geophysicist

Dated:
July 15, 1959
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SUMMARY;

Between February 1st and April 30, 1959, the

Avenue Syndicate staked a block of 19# claims adjoining 

the property of the International Nickel Company in the 

Shebandowan Area, 50 miles west of Port Arthur, Ontario. 

During March and April, 123 of these claims were covered 

by a geophysical survey which comprised electromagnetic 

work with vertical loop 1,000 and 5*000 cycle gear on 

lines spaced at approximately 500 foot intervals, plus 

some magnetometer traverses.

This survey located 23 conductive zones as well 

as a number of isolated anomalies.

The next exploration step will involve ground 

examination of all of these areas and some geologic mapping, 

to be followed by trenching and diamond drilling of the 

favorable zones. Recommendations and cost estimates for 

this next phase are set forth below.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS;

Geophysical work to date has resulted in the 

discovery of 23 electromagnetically conductive zones, and 

the surface over all of these areas should be examined by 

a competent geologist who would map all outcrop in the 

vicinity. The overall objective of this work should be 

a general geologic map of this area.

On the basis of known geology to date, plus geo 

physical results, six of these anomalous areas can be re 

commended for trenching (if possible) or for drilling to 

determine the cause of these anomalies. I am convinced 

that the geologic work, recommended above, will add to 

this total of six anomalies requiring subsurface investi 

gation. In all, I feel that a total of 5,000 feet of 

diamond drilling will be required, after the geologic work 

is completed, to give the surveyed 12# claims a prelimin 

ary test.

In addition, I recommend the extension of the 

geophysical survey work to cover the adjacent 70 claims not 

surveyed to date.

I estimate the cost of the preliminary testing as:

Surface geologic work including
stripping and trenching | 5,000 

Diamond drilling 5,000* @ #4.00 20,000 
Geophysical survey 70 claims

@ #150.00 10,500 
Contingencies 4*500

Total |40,000
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LOCATION AND ACCESS!

The property lies south of Lower Shebandowan 

Lake approximately 70 miles west of the city of Port 

Arthur, Ontario, in the Port Arthur Mining Division, 

District of Thunder Bay. See attached map, Figure 1.

Kabaigon station on the Canadian National Rail 

ways, 72 miles west of Port Arthur, is 5 miles due north 

of the north boundary of the claim group and the Trans- 

Canada Highway passes through the same point. Access 

from this point or from Shebandowan, 10 miles east, is 

by boat across the Shebandowan Lakes.

I am informed that the Department of Lands and 

Forests of Ontario has built an all weather road from She 

bandowan along the southern shore of the Lakes to the 

eastern claims of the group, and that this road will be 

completed through the property during 1959* 

PROPERTY!

The claim group comprises 19# mineral claims, 

covering a total of 7,920 acres!

T.B. 932S2 - T.B. 93353, incl.
93421 - 93456, incl. " 
93600 - 93o57, incl. 
93758 - 937S3, incl. 
94019 -

A map showing location of all mining claims is 

attached hereto as Figure 2 of this report.#

#Notei See Map Misc. 4540 in Volume 2 of McPhar Report.
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HISTORY AND PRIOR DEVELOPMENTi

The original discovery of nickel on the INCO 

Property was made in 1913 and the property was first 

described by J. G. Cross in Ontario Department Mines, Vol. 

29, 1920, pt. l, pp. 225-33. Subsequent trenching, sampling 

and other development work is described in G. S. C. Summ. 

Rept., pt. D, 1922, pp. 1-3 and in Ontario Department Mines 

Vol. 37, 192#, pt. 4, pp. 12SU14S. The property is also 

mentioned on pages 51 and 52 of the Metal Resources Circular 

No. 2, 1957, Ontario Department Mines. About 5,000 feet of 

drilling were done in 1929 and in 1936 International Nickel 

optioned the property and are reported to have drilled an 

additional 25,000 feet over a strike length of 20,000 feet. 

In August 1937* they purchased the property outright for 

|250,000 cash. Since that time their work in the area has 

been confined to limited diamond drilling and ground geo 

physics in 1951 and 1952 on their own claims, plus an air 

borne geophysical survey of the general area. Results of 

this survey were not followed up on the ground due to dis 

covery of Moak Lake, Manitoba, at the same time.

International Nickel has never published results 

of the above drilling but I understand, on excellent author 

ity, that it indicated approximately two million tons in a 

series of replacement lenses five to thirty-five feet wide
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averaging 2^1, nickel, 1^ copper, 0.25 oz. gold and 0,10 oz. 

platinum and palladium. The main part of this orebody is 

in a strong shear zone under the lake and, therefore, 

presents important mining difficulties.

Although the Shebandowan area has been prospected 

for many years and a good deal of copper and gold mineral 

ization has been found, this work has been seriously handi 

capped by extensive overburden cover. This is particularly 

true in the area south of International Nickel*s property 

on the ground now owned by the Avenue Syndicate. In 1953 

the Ontario Department of Mines had the area covered by an 

airborne magnetic survey and published the results - a por 

tion of which are shown in this report as Figure 3*

A complete search of the assessment work records 

on file in Port Arthur reveals that the only work done in 

prior years on the property now held by the Avenue Syndicate 

is:

A. Covering the present area of claims: 93600-03, 

14-25, 26, 29, 34, 35, 93753, 59, 66, 69:- 24 claims in 

the northwest corner of the property. Records show that 

Mr. Koulomzine did a Self Potential and Magnetometer survey 

of this ground for Orolea Mines Ltd. This was ultimately 

followed by the drilling of 21 holes of which one hole gave 

0.34 Ni over 5.0 feet and 0.20 Ni over 4.0 feet. This drill-
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ing indicated the presence of peridotite as shown in 

Figure 3*

B. In 1954 Mining Geophysics Co. Ltd. did a Self 

Potential survey of the area now covered by Avenue Syndi 

cate claims 9331S-93327, inclusive, locating a number of 

anomalies. Three short drill holes on these located the 

peridotite and iron formation as shown on Figure 3* here 

with, and no significant ore values.

Other than the above, recorded assessment work 

on adjacent claims merely confirmed the geology as set 

forth below. There is no recorded evidence of, nor do I 

know of any, geophysical ground work done in this area with 

electromagnetic equipment. 

GENERAL GEOLOGY;

The geology of the Shebandowan area is shown 

on the Canadian Geological Survey map 33#A, Figure l of 

this report. The rocks immediately north of and underlying 

part of the Inco property are granites and granite porphyrys. 

Along the southern contact of this major intrusive, which 

is approximately 10 miles long by 3 miles wide, the replace 

ment orebodies of International Nickel are found in altered 

peridotite masses within Keewatin andesitic flows and pillow 

lavas. In addition, felsitic dikes have been found in the 

ore-zone area and later diabase dikes cut the earlier rocks. 

All basement rocks, other than overburden and clays, in
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this area are thought to be Pre-Cambrian.

Banded iron-formation, usually slightly miner 

alized, is common throughout the greenstone volcanic 

series of this area and some minor sediments such as gray 

wacke and quartzite have also been noted in places. Since 

the Inco orebodies are closely related to, and found large 

ly in, the altered peridotite rocks, the Avenue Syndicate 

property was staked to cover all known occurrences of peri 

dotite. However, it should be pointed out that map 33#A 

is a reconnaissance map and, it is my opinion, that detailed 

geologic mapping of this area will result in numerous minor 

(but perhaps very important) changes in the geology as known 

to date.

The replacement ores found by Inco in drilling 

of its property consist largely of pyrite with chalcopyrite, 

a little pyrrhotite, plus the oxide magnetite, and polydy 

mite. The nickel-cobalt-arsenide, gerdorffite, has been 

found in places. 

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS:

Since it was obvious that no geophysical surface 

work could be done in this area without claim-staking inter 

ference, the claims were staked and the stakers followed 

by geophysical survey crews. In addition to claim lines, 

laid out according to a pre-determined geophysical grid, cross- 

lines were cut and surveyed on a 500 foot interval. This
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work was done under contract with McPahr Geophysics 

employing their large vertical loop gear operating at 

1,000 and 5,000 cycles. In addition, a number of magne 

tometer check lines were run with Radar Torsion type 

equipment.

In the accompanying report by McPhar setting 

forth results of this work they have described 23 zones 

of electrical conductivity and have located numerous other 

isolated anomalies. They have assigned high priority to 

6 zones, low priority to 10 zones, and no priority to 7 

zones.

After study of the McPhar results and comparison 

of these with all geologic information available, I have 

assigned first priority to six anomalous zones (three of 

which correspond with those selected by McPhar) and very 

low priority to 17 zones. All of these latter should be 

examined on the ground and it is probable that some of 

them may warrant trenching or drilling after such geologic 

examination.

The following summarizes results of my study of 

each of the 23 zones: 

FIRST PRIORITY ANOMALIES:

Zone 2; - 900 feet long with good conductivity 

but no correlation with the airborne magnetic results. The 

zone has a steep dip and considerable depth extent and is
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directly on the line of strike of the INCO ore zone. 

Therefore, the anomaly requires explanation - by drilling, 

if trenching is not possible.

If drilling results are favorable, Zone No. l 

would require exploration as a possible cross-fracture.

Zone 3! - 2500 feet long, a good conductor but 

with no magnetic correlation. This is a steep dipping 

zone with considerable depth extent and is parallel to the 

INCO ore zone structure. It should be drilled.

Zone 8; - This does not seem to me to be all one 

zone. The conductivity is good on line 39 W at 550 S. of 

baseline B. The magnetics and electromagnetics suggest 

that this may be the intersection of a shear zone with a 

band of iron formation. This is interesting enough to re 

quire drilling.

Zone 12; - Approximately one mile long and may 

be a shear zone. It is also possible it may not be all 

one conductor. Conductivity is very good in places and 

some magnetic correlation is indicated. It is located off 

the end of a known peridotite mass and should be drilled. 

If sulphide lenses are found along this shear, it would re 

quire more drilling than the two holes recommended by McPhar 

since the entire zone would require testing.

In addition, encouraging results from Zone 12
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would automatically lead to drilling of the adjacent Zone

13.

Zone 14; - Extends for 4,000 feet and has good 

to excellent conductivity. Its western section crosses an 

old mining claim (now lapsed) and therefore surface work 

and geologic mapping are indicated. However, it seems 

likely that this zone will require drill testing as well 

as surface exploration.

Zone 17: - About 3,000 feet long and with moder 

ate conductivity and considerable depth extent, and with 

no magnetic correlation. The zone is parallel to the INCO 

ore zone and crosses the trend of the iron formation. I 

suspect this is a shear zone and it will require trenching 

and drilling to test for sulphide mineralization.

LOW PRIORITY ANOMALIES;

Zone l; - (See Zone 2, above).

Zone 4; - Probably due to lake bottom.

Zone 5: - Probably due to lake bottom. This has 

no magnetic correspondence although results of the lines 

run across it are not shown on the McPhar map.

Zone 6; - This has poor conductivity and is on 

strike with iron formation. Although no magnetic relief 

was found on the one line run across it, the zone is probably 

due to sediments with a little magnetite in places.
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Zone 7; - Probably a fault zone, parallel to 

the INCO shear. This is a poor conductor with no magnetic 

correspondence.

Zone 9: - This has excellent conductivity and 

lies along the flank of a magnetic high. Old drill holes 

in the vicinity suggest that it has been tested. Core from 

these holes, and any test pits along the zone should be 

examined for graphite. The zone is adjacent to, and off 

the end of, a peridotite mass.

Zone 10; - This has poor conductivity and its 

strike and location suggest banded iron formation.

Zone lit - Although McPhar recommends work on 

this good conductor, and the associated anomaly to the 

north, I suspect this anomaly is due to a shear zone along 

the creek direction and would by-pass testing it, at least 

temporarily.

Zone 131 - To be combined with Zone 12 (see above),

Zone 151 - About 500 feet long, with good con 

ductivity and no magnetic or geologic correlation. Ground 

investigation, while called for, will probably not determine 

the cause of the anomaly. To be held in abeyance pending 

other drilling and trenching results.

Zone 16: - Probably overburden, of no immediate 

interest.

Zone 1#; - About 1200 feet long, this is a poor
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conductor with exact correspondence to an airborne magnetic 

low with a negative relief of 1500 gamma. It is located 

along a swampy creek and is probably due to overburden.

Zone 19: - {And anomaly 500 feet south) - This 

zone, about 1,000 feet long, is similar to Zone 18 in locat 

ion along a creek and also has some correlation with a mag 

netic low area. It is probably due to overburden.

Zones 20 and 21; - This long and wide anomalous 

area is probably due to overburden. However, the eastern 

end of Zone 20 has some correspondence with the airborne 

magnetics and trends northwest, in line with an interesting 

magnetic high on the boundary and with that associated with 

INCO'S ore zone. Surface examination should be made on 

Line 177 E.

Zone 22: - This area should be examined on the 

surface but the anomaly is probably due to banded iron for 

mation.

Zone 23; - Similar to Zone 22. Surface examination 

or shallow trenching should locate banded iron formation.

ASSESSMENT WORK;

During the survey, which covered 128 of the 198 

mining claims held by the Avenue Syndicate, 129 miles of 

line were cut, chained and picketed, as shown on the maps 

accompanying the McPhar report. Of these, approximately 28
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SOUHCES OF INFORMATION

mpUed and reproduced from surveys by the Bureau of 
otogy and Topography, and from information supplied by 
Jeraf and Provincial Government Departments. Geoloav 

T. L.Tanton, 1928, 1929, and 1931.

INDEX TO MINERAL OCCURRENCES 

. Chalcopyrite in quartz veins.
. Copper ~ bear ing sulphide replacement bodies. 
. Soapstone and talc. 

. Molybdenite in quartz vein.
. Molybdenite, galena, chalcopyrite in quartz vein 
6 to 14 inches wide, carrying gold and silver. 

. Barite seam in quartz vein.

. Galena and chalcopyrite in quartz vein carrying 
gold and silver.

. Fluorite and quartz in veins. 

. Copper -nickel sulphide replacement bodies 
carrying cobalt and platinum group metals.

. Chromite in altered peridotite, found in drill core 
from depth.

Gold , visible in quartz vein /ess than l inch wide.
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PHYSICAL FEATURES
The area is in the Canadian Shield and where crossed by the Canadian National Railways varies 

in elevation between 1474 and 1531 feet above sea-level. The greater part of the area is characterized 
by a succession of rocky, hummocky hills and ridges, rarely over 300 feet high and a scanty soil 
sheet consisting chiefly of glacial drift mostly collected in the low ground. In the northeastern and 
southwestern parts extensive and comparatively thick deposits of sand and clay cover all but the 
higher parts of the rock floor.

In the greater part of the area the scarcity of drift and the unevenness of the rock floor has pro 
duced numerous ponds and lakes of various sizes and shapes. The drainage between them is 
commonly by short streams on which there are falls and rapids. The area is in the Kaministikwia 
River basin; and dams have been erected at several places in order to regulate the flow and con 
serve the water for the power development at Kakabeka falls. Where the drift mantle is thicker there 
are extensive muskegs and fewer lakes.

Within the area, there are excellent canoe routes that may be used from May till October, inclu 
sive. Game and fish are fairly plentiful. Except in fire-swept parts there is timber ample for camping, 
prospecting and mining purposes.

GENERAL GEOLOGY
The solid rocks are, for the most part, highly metamorphosed and folded strata a nd batholithic 

intrusives of Archean (Early Precambrian) age, A few diabase dykes (9), the youngest rocks in the 
area, a re correlated with lithological similar Keweenawan intrusives of Thunder Bay region and are 
classified as Proterozoic (Late Precambrian).

The Couchiching (1) consists of steeply folded, banded mica schists, paragneisses, and, at con 
siderable distance from granitic intrusives, of less highly metamorphosed sediments recognizable 
as slate, greywacke and impure quartzite. This essentially sedimentary group is overlain by Kee 
watin volcanics without pronounced unconformity; it is overlain unconformably by the Windigokan 
series (near Mabella, east of Shebandowan) and it is intruded by all granites and related igneous 
rocks that have been found in contact with it.

The Keewatin (2) is an assemblage of lava flows, chiefly of andesitic composition, and pyroclastic 
rocks, with some sediments including banded Iron formation. These rocks are highly altered; large 
parts are schistose and judging from the attitude of the stratified members, the group has been 
highly folded. This dominantly volcanic assemblage is unconformably overlain by the Windigokan 
series and it has been invaded by the batholithic inirusives.

The Windigokan series consists of conglomerate, arkose, greywacke, slate and iron formation 
(3), with, locally, andesitic lavas and pyroclastics (4). This series occurs in belts that form the west 
erly continuations of belts previously mapped (Geological Survey publication No. 2069} in the eastern 
part of Matawin Iron range. These rocks have been metamorphosed and folded, and they uncon 
formably overlie the Keewatin and, near Mabella east of Shebandowan, also the Couchiching; 
they are intruded by Algoman igneous rocks. The presence of granite pebbles in the Windigokan 
conglomerate indicates the existence or former existence of granite older than the Windigokan 
series but such intrusives have not been identified within the map-area.

The bodies of granite and related rocks (8) that come in contact with the Windigokan in this area 
show intrusive relations. It is inferred that the intrusives of the same character that occur through 
out the map-area are of the same age, and all are grouped as the Algoman intrusives. The borders 
of the batholithic intrusives commonly occur within contact zones varying from a few feet to several 
thousand yards in width and within which there is either an intimate intermingiing of the intrusive 
and intruded rock each identifiable bui in masses too small to be separately mapped, or within 
which there are assemblages of metamorphic and igneous rocks that exhibit phases transitional 
between granitic rocks and amphibolltes or schists that represent altered strata. Granodiorite, 
diorite and porphyritic anorthosite (7) are the igneous rocks commonly found in large, relatively 
homogeneous masses in contact zones of this type. Serpentine or altered peridotite (5) occurs in 
these zones in large and small masses that show no sharply defined igneous contact with the 
adjacent metamorphosed strata yet appear to interrupt the continuiiy of their structure in the man 
ner of intrusive rocks.

Small masses of the several rocks characteristic of transitional contact zones of the batholithic 
intrusives occur also within areas of altered strata at considerable distances from exposed granitic 
batholiths and they may be in contact zones in the roofs of protuberances on concealed batholith i c 
masses deep beneath them. Lamprophyre dykes up to a few inches wide occur locally in contact 
zones near porphyry intrusives.

The Keweenawan dykes (9) consist of massive, unmetamorphosed diabase. They intrude solid 
rocks representative of all other ages found in the area.

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
In the western part of the map-area an area of granite in the south is succeeded northward by a 

belt of Keewatin strata, this by a belt of Couchiching strata, (interpreted as older than the Keewatin 
because along the contact in the vicinity of Kashabowie the tops of vertically dipping beds of graded 
texture in the Couchiching are toward the Keewatin) followed by a belt of granite and granite-gneiss 
in which inclusions of Couchiching-like mica schists occur, beyond which to the north of the map- 
area, in the neighborhood of Lac des Mille Lacs, the same assemblage is crossed in reverse order: 
granite-gneiss, Couchiching strata. Keewatin strata and granite. This suggests that the middle 
belt of granite and granite-gneiss that extends east and west through Kashabowie Lake basin is 
intrusive into the crest of a major anticlinal structure and that the strata north and south are on the 
flanks of that anticline. A section along the eastern boundary of the area and followed north crosses 
the northern part of a granite mass, Keewafin strata, an east-west trending belt of Windigokan 
strata that occur in a syncline, Keewatin strata, a second belt of Windigokan strata that occur in a 
syncline (presumably shallower than the first because the lower members of the series only are 
present), Keewatin strata, and Couchiching strata followed by granite-gneiss and granite, Pre 
sumably the Windigokan strata occupy the troughs of minor synclinal folds superimposed on the 
southern flank of a major anticlinal structure. The trend of the Windigokan belt that lies nearest 
the Couchiching makes a considerable angle with the neighboring Couchiching-Keewatin contact 
ana this may be due to some structural disturbance of the older strata before the Windigokan was 
deposited.

Minor folds and intricate crumplings have been observed in the Keewatin iron formation and at 
places in Windigokan strata.

Numerous minor faults have been observed and at some places these are occupied by either 
veins or intrusives. Faults of considerable displacement are inferred to exist where considerable 
and abrupt changes in the continuity of structures or belts of strata occur. Some of the abrupt 
changes in the continuity of strata occur at places occupied by dykes or linear masses of intrusives 
and along drift-covered linear zones.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
The Couchiching strata are not known to contain valuable mineral deposits.
The Keewatin contains iron, talc and soapstone deposits that have been derived from rocks 

originally forming part of "this group; in it are sulphide replacement bodies carrying copper and, 
locally, also nickel, cobalt and platinum; and in it are veins in which have been found gold, silver, 
copper and lead.

The Windigokan contains iron formation; and as a repository for mineral deposits introduced by 
agencies operative during the time of invasion of the Algoman intrusives it has potential economic 
interest equivalent to the Keewatin.

The large masses of granitic intrusives are barren. A variety of minor intrusives that are regarded 
as of the same general age, notably of porphyry, granodiorite, diorite and peridotite, an d-that occur 
marginal to batholiths that invade Keewatin and Windigokan strata, contain mineralized veins and 
replacement bodies. These deposits usually occur at the borders of the intrusive and in the intruded 
rock adjacent. One or several of the following metals are known to occur thus in veins and replace 
ment bodies: gold, silver, copper, lead, cobalt, nickel and molybdenum. An occurrence of chromite 
has been found in altered peridotite.

The Keweenawan intrusives in the area are not known to be accompanied by valuable mineral 
deposits.
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LEGEND

TRANSMITTER LOCATION 
RECEIVER TRAVERSE AND 
READINGS. 1000 C.RS. 

-0.5 RECEIVER TR4VERSE AND 
READINGS S000 C.P.S. 

NOTE: CORRESPONDING TRANSMITTER 
IS INDICATED AT THE END OF EACH 
SERIES OF READINGS

O 
O
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SHEBANDOWAN AREA 

BEGIN, HAINES, HAGEY a LAMPORT
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1000CPS. 5000C.PS.

DRAWN. DPS 
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POSITION OF CONDUCTOR AXIS
UNCERTAIN.
EXISTENCE OF CONDUCTOR AXIS
UNCERTAIN

SUGGESTED TEST DRILL HOLE

OAT C

FEtT

One Inch -- Two Hundred Feet
FEET

52B09SWeei6 63.1030 BEGIN 370 -. DWG. E 4535-10
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McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED
ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY
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DATE.
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